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Abstract. Homeomorphisms of the unit-sphere of states are studied. Generaliz-
ations of the Piron statement and Wigners' theorem are obtained. It is shown
that if the semigroup of the unitary operations of quantum theory were
extended by introducing any non-linear operation, a mobility phenomenon
would occur consisting of a possibility of moving any two states to any two
surroundings on the unit sphere. For the resulting "non-linear wave packets"
the complementarity doctrine would become impossible because of "fluidity"
of the space of states under the dynamical transformations.

1. Introduction

In one of its present day views, the theory of dynamical systems deals with the
iterations of one single transformation U: Φ-+Φ of a certain manifold of states Φ.
Within this line of thought some interesting results have been achieved, such as the
existence of the "strange attractors," etc. [1-3]. However, the approach based
merely on one operation means a simplification of a dynamical theory ad extremis.
The real physical system is submerged in a variable universe; by modifying it, one
can induce many distinct evolution operations. Hence, a complete dynamical
theory should deal not with one but with many alternative operations [4-8]. In the
"multi-operation dynamics" some new questions arise. One of them is: what kind
of transformations of the manifold of states Φ can be basically achieved by
manipulating the operations available? [7-9]. In the dynamical theories of
quantum mechanical character, the answer is basically known. Here, the evolution
operations are unitary transformations of the unit sphere in a Hubert space.
Provided that there are no superselection rules, all the unitary transformations can
be principally achieved by employing adequate external fields [7,10,11]. A
qualitatively new phenomenon arises when the idea of multi-operational dynamics
is associated with non-linear evolution equations.
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2. Mobility Phenomenon (A Review)

It might seem that when a little non-linear term is added to the conventional
quantum mechanical equations of evolution, the resulting theory will differ "little"
from that based on the unitary operations. However, in a sequence of models, once
the linearity is lost, a qualitative metamorphosis occurs.

In the two dimensional analogue of non-linear wave mechanics [8] the
hypothetical "states" are rays of 2-comρonent complex vectors ψ= \\ψj\\j=ί>2

obeying the evolution equation:
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where F l 5 V2 elR imitate an "external potential" a n d / ( ) is a given function. The
normalization condition conserved by the motion (2.1) is |^ i l 2 +|t/; 2 | 2 = l. By
introducing the real coordinates x = ψ1ψ2 + ψ2Ψi> y = KψiΨi — ψiΨi)> z==\ψi\2

-\ψ2\
2, with

one maps the rays into the points of the unit sphere S in R' 3 the orthogonal rays
being represented by the antipodes of S. Now, when ε = 0 (linear case) the evolution
operations obtained by integrating (2.1) for all possible time dependent Vί, V2 yield
all the unitary transformations of the ψ-vectors, geometrically represented by the
rigid rotations of the sphere S. When εφO, the picture suddenly changes. The
operations defined by (2.1) still allows us to achieve the rigid rotations as the
limiting cases. However, the semigroup of the evolution operations contains now a
family of non-linear, distance-changing homeomorphisms of the sphere. This
family is so rich that there is no limitation for the possibility of changing distances:
for any two x,yeS, xφy, and any two open neighborhoods Ω,Ω'cS, there are
evolution operations which simultaneously bring x and y to Ω and Ω\ In
particular, any two different points x, y e S, no matter how close, can be separated
at will, by bringing them to the vicinities of any two antipodes of S (orthogonal
states). This is what we call a mobility phenomenon.

An almost exact repetition of this phenomenon has been detected for a different
two component model:
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Here, the basic conservation law is |ip1 |
4 + |ip2 |4 = c o n s t suggesting the

invariant normalization Itp̂ J4"-f- |tp 2 | 4 = 1, and giving a hint that lipj4 and \\p^
might play the role of "quantum probabilities".1) As before, the states are rays. By

introducing new real coordinates: x=^( y= ~

1 As can be easily seen, Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are the analogues of the non-linear wave equations:
dψ 1 dψ 1

i — = —Δ\p + Vψ + εf(\ψ\2)ψ and i—- = A(\ψ\2ψ) + Vψ, whose conservative integrals are
dt 2 ot 2

J \ψ\2d2x and f
R3 R3

respectively (see [6])
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Fig. 1

z = \ψi\2 - \Ψ2Ϊ2 with x2 + y2 + z2 = \ψX + | φ 2 | 4 = 15 one sees that the set of states is
again a unit sphere in R3. By looking at (2.2), one sees now that the relation point-
antipode is motion invariant (due to the invariance of (2.2) under the reflection
ψ1 -+ —ψ2> Ψi^Ψi)- However this is the only exception from the general "fluidity"
of the states: any two states which are not in the point antipode relation can drift
simultaneously to any two vicinities on S (authors notes, Geneve 1977,
unpublished).

The above "mobility phenomenon" is not exclusive for two component models.
The lattice imitations of the wave packets obeying a non-linear analogue of the
Schrόdinger equation exhibit a similar effect [8]. For genuine wave functions a
different but related effect has been observed by Haag and Bannier [12]. The
techniques used in [12] were recently applied to a wider class of non-linear wave
equations [9]. These results suggest that the phenomenon outlined above is not
accidental. After looking at the examples presented, one can see, in fact, that they
have a certain common feature: in all of them the semigroup of all dynamical
operations is not unitary, but it contains the unitary group either as a subgroup or
as a limiting case. We shall show that this is a decisive circumstance: for any
essentially non-linear semigroup with that property a similar" phenomenon of
mobility" must occur.

3. Limiting and Conservative Distances

Below, S denotes the unit sphere in a real or complex Hubert space

and Φ the projective unit sphere (the set of all unit ray in Jf). The vectors of S will be
denoted ψ,φ,..., while the corresponding rays (equivalence classes of vectors)
{φ},{φ}.... Two rays α = {φ}, b = {φ} will be said to be orthogonal (alb) if
(ψ?^) = 0. For any two rays α, b the angular distance δ(a,b) will be defined by:

(5(α, b) = arccos \(ψ, φ)\. (3.1)

As is easily seen, δ(a, b) makes Φ a complete, metrical space with the topology
equivalent to that induced by the original topology of Jf. If Jf is real, the angular
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distance can be also defined for any two vectors ψ, φeS, as y(ψ, φ) = arc cos(ψ, φ)
and varies in [0,π]. Obviously, for a = {ψ}, b = {φ}, δ(a,b) = y(ψ,φ) iϊy(ψ,φ)^%,
while δ(a, b) = π — y(ψ, φ) if y(ψ9φ)^%.

A case of a multi-operational dynamics will now be obtained by taking Φ as the
manifold of states and by assuming the existence of a certain distinguished
semigroup G of available dynamical transformations of Φ (the "mobility
semigroup" [8]). We shall assume that the elements g e G are homeomorphisms of
Φ. The topology in G will be introduced as the topology of pointwise convergence
for the mappings g: Φ-+Φ. Simultaneously, by SU(Φ) we shall denote the group of
transformations Φ-+Φ generated by the special unitary transformations of Jf.
Motivated by the situation in Quantum Mechanics and by the dynamical models
of Sect. 2 we assume that G has the following two properties:

(I) If a, b, a\ bf are two pairs of points of Φ such that δ(a, b) — δ(a\ b'), then
there is a sequence of transformations gne G (n= 1,2,...) such that gna-+af and
gnb-+b' as n-»oo. [This property holds, in particular, if GDSU(Φ).']

(II) Time continuity. For every g e G there exists a two-parameter family: ί, τ

the application t,τ,x->gtτx ( x e Φ , 0 ^ τ ^ ί ^ l ) is continuous in the topology of
[0,l]x[0,l]xΦ.

We shall show that for a semigroup G with the properties I, II, the only
mechanism which can prevent the mobility phenomenon is the existence of the
following limiting distances.

Definition L For an homeomorphism #: Φ->Φ, an angular distance α e [0,f] will
be called limiting from below (non-shrinking) if δ(a, b) = ot => δ(ga, gb) ^ α, and
limiting from above (non-expanding) if δ(a, b) = α => δ(ga, gb) ^ α for any a,beΦ.
The distance a will be called limiting from below (above) for the semigroup G if α is
limiting from below (above) for every g e G.

Obviously, for any homeomorphism g, the angle 0 is limiting from below as
well as from above, while f is limiting from above. These limiting distances will be
called trivial. (However, f, if limiting from below will be classified as non-trivial.)
There is the following simple lemma:

Lemma 1. // G is a semigroup of homeomorphisms of Φ with the properties I, II, then
either the phenomenon of mobility takes place (every two points aφb can be brought
simultaneously to any two open surroundings by elements g e G), or G has a non-
trivial limiting distance on Φ.

Proof For any a,beΦ, aφb, denote by A(a9 b) the set of all angular distances
which can be approached by the distances of the transformed pairs ga, gb {geG).
Obviously, δ(a,b)eA(a,b). By definition, A(a,b) is a closed subset of [0,f].
Furthermore, A(a,b) has the following simple properties:

(1) If a\b'eΦ and δ{a\br)eA{a,b), then due to (I) not only the distance
δ(a\ V) can be approached by δ(ga, gb) but also the pair a\ b' can be approached
by the pairs ga, gb in the topology of Φ x Φ.

(2) Due to the continuity of the transformations h e G, this further implies that
the distances δ(ha\W) QieG) belong to A(a,b). Hence:
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As a particular consequence, δ(a\ b') = δ(a, b) => A(a\ b") = A(a, b), and so A(a, b)
depends only on the distance δ(a, b) and not on the particular choice of the two
points: A(a9 b) = A(δ(a,b)).

Due to the continuity property (II) for any δ e [0,f], A(δ) is connected. Hence,
A(δ) has to be a closed interval. Now, there are only two possibilities:

• For any δe{0,ξ\, A{δ) coincides with [0,f].
• There exists a δ, 0<<5^f, such that Λ(<5) + [0,§].
In the first case, consistent with (I), the images of any pair of points can

approximate any other pair of points, and the phenomenon of mobility occurs. In
the second case both end points of A(δ) are limiting distances for G and one of
them is non-trivial. D

To examine the alternative of the "mobility," one is thus lead to study
homeomorphisms of the unit spheres which admit limiting distances. The
significance of the limiting distance varies from the real to the complex cases. If Φ is
a projective sphere in a real Hubert space, then any ray a = {x} e Φ is just a pair of
unit vectors {x, — x}cS. The angle α between two rays corresponds to two
possible angles between the vectors: α and π — α. If dimjf >2, for any mapping
g E G (rays into rays) there are two continuous mappings gί,g2:S->S (vectors into
vectors), such that g{x} = {g^x} (j= 1,2). lϊg has a non-trivial limiting distance, so
do gx and g2. If dim Jf = 2 the same holds due to (II). Hence, the question about the
homeomorphisms of the projective sphere with limiting distances reduces to a
structurally simpler problem of homeomorphisms of the vector sphere S. The
complex case does not admit such reduction, and hence, it must be treated
separately. In the subsequent study the following general definitions will be
employed:

Definition 2. For a mapping g:Φ->Φ an angle α is called conservative if it is
simultaneously limiting from below and from above, i.e., if δ(x,y)
= α => δ(gx,gy) = ot.

Definition 3. For any point xeΦ, where Φ is a real or complex projective sphere,
we define the open and closed on-balls (x)a and [x]αJ the a-sphere Φa(x) (α e (0, f))
centered at x, and their closed and open exteriors [x]α, (x)a by:

a}

Ixγ = φ\(χ)a, (X)«=int [x]α = Φ\[x]α. (3.3)

in general, for any subset YcS:

σ)«=uω«, [iτ=w)«. (3.4)
ycY

The corresponding open and closed α-balls (x)α, [x]α, α-spheres 5α(x), their
exteriors [x]α, (x)a for the real euclidean sphere S will be obtained just by
substituting everywhere S for Φ and y for δ, and π for f. Note that

Λ (Y)«+/», (3.5)

YCZ => (Y)βC(Z)β. (3.6)
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Lemma 2. // g: Φ-^Φ is a homeomorphism, and a e (0,f) is a limiting angle, then:

anon-shrinking => g(x)aD(gx)a, (3.7)

anon-expanding => g(x)aC(gx)a. (3.8)

The same holds for the real vector sphere S and limiting angle a e (0, π).

Proof. The proof follows easily from the connectivity of (x)a.

4. A Lemma on Homeomorphisms of the Real Euclidean Spheres

In an arbitrary (unlimited) metric space, homeomorphisms can exist which admit
limiting distances, though they conserve none (an example is a conformal mapping
in RΠ). This is not the case of the Hilbertian spheres. Here, one has:

Lemma 3. // g is a homeomorphism of the unit sphere S in a real Hilbert space,
admitting a non-trivial limiting angle, then g has also a conservative angle.

Proof. Consider the set ^ C [ 0 , π] of all limiting non-shrinking distances of g
(including the trivial one a — 0) and the set Bg of all non-expanding distances
(including 0 and π). Note that Ag and Bg are closed in [0, π]. Furthermore they have
the following simple properties:

(1) Λddίtivίty. If a,βeAg and a + β^π, then a + βeAg. Similarly, a,βeBg,
a + β^π => a + βeBg.

(2) Distrίbutivity. If aeAg, βe Bg, and a^β, then a-βeAg.
(3) If a, β e Ag and a + βeBg, then α, /?, α + /? are conservative. The same is true

iϊa,βeBg,a β

(4) Reflection.
aeAg, α^f => 2{π-a)eBq, (4.1)

βeBg, β^i => 2(n-β)eAg. (4.2)

The proofs of these properties follow from Lemma 2 and elementary properties
of the distance on S. As an example we shall motivate (4.1). If a e Ag, then for any
xeS the open sphere (x)a cannot shrink: g(x)aD(x)a (x = gx). This means that,
inversely, the closed ball [x]α with the center at — x and radius π — a cannot
expand: g[xYC [x]α. Since x is arbitrary, it means that no sphere with the radius
π — a can expand: its image is always contained in a certain new sphere with the
radius π — α. As it is not granted that g maps the center into the center, the radius
π — a is not necessarily limiting, but the diameter 2(π — α) is. The proof of (4.2) is
analogous.

It turns out that the properties (1-4) restrict strongly the structure of the
limiting angles. There is:

(5) Suppose, α > 0 is an element of Ag. Then either α is conservative, or there
exists aΈAg, 0 < α r < α .

Indeed, in view of the additivity (1) all the multiples na ̂ π belong to Ag. Let n
be the greatest natural number for which na^π [and so, (n+ l ) α > π ] . In view of
the reflection property (3), 2β = 2(π — no) e Bg, and na ̂  π < (n + 1 )α => 0 ̂  π — na
<a => 0 ̂  2β < 2α. Now, there are four possibilities. If 2β = 0 then na = π and by
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2β=2ίπ-nα)

Fig. 2 α x ex ^v-__ ^~~ non-shrinking

virtue of (3), α is conservative. If 0 < 2β < α, then α' = α — 2/Πs a new element of Ag,
thus confirming (5). If 2β = α then α e Bg in view of (1), and α is conservative. Finally,
if 2/?>α, the new angle a'eAg is obtained as OL' = 2OL — 2β, again ascertaining (5).

The proof of Lemma 3 is now easily concluded. Note, that if g admits at least
one non-trivial angle aeAguBg, the Ag must contain at least one α>0. Indeed,
even if we initially assumed only the existence of a non-trivial β^Bg, 0 < β < π,
(4) yields the existence of an angle aeAg, 0<α<π. Now, there are only two
situations possible. Either among the positive angles α e Ag the smallest one exists:
then it is conservative and the lemma is proved. Or the set Ag contains positive
angles, arbitrarily close to zero. In that case, every angle ye(0,π) can be
approximated from below by finite sums of the elements oϊAg. Since Ag is additive
and closed, every y e Ag, and as a consequence of (3) every angle also belongs to Bg.
Hence, every angle is conservative. 0

5. Lemma About the Complex Homeomorphisms

The complex case requires separate treatment. Given a unit spheres S in a complex
Hubert space Jf the "angular balls" {ψe J f: \(ψ,ιpo)\2^ cos2α = const} are
connected and cannot be reduced to disjoint "vector balls" as in the real case. Yet,
the projective complex sphere Φ too admits a construction similar to that of
Lemma 3.

Below we use notation of Definition 3. For any Zc Φ, let Z 1 be the set of all
rays orthogonal to Z. Obviously, Z = Φ\(Z)π/2 Given any two points a,beΦ,
a + b, Φab = ({α, b}1)1 is the two dimensional projective sub-sphere of Φ spanned by
a and b. In what follows, a geometric image of the 2-dimensional subspheres is
essential. It turns our that the rays of Φab can be represented as the points of the
surface of a unit sphere in 1R3; the orthogonal rays being mapped into the
antipodes of the sphere, any two rays α, b with <5(α, b) = α represented by two
surface points whose angular distance in R 3 is d = 2a. For any aeΦ the
intersections (a)anΦab and (a)anΦab then are represented by the spherical
surroundings with the radii 2α and π —2α centered at a and its antipode α*
respectively (Fig. 3).
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Lemma 4. Let Gbe a semigroup of homeomorphisms of the projective sphere Φ in a
complex Hilbert space ffi, obeying (I) and (II) and admitting a non-trivial limiting
angle. Then, G has also a non-trivial conservative angle.

Proof. Consider the subsets ^4GC[0,f] and £ G C[0,f] of all non-shrinking and all
non-expanding limiting distances of the semigroup G. As before, one shows that
AG and BG are closed. By arguments analogous to those of Lemma 3 one shows the
additivity and distributivity properties (1), (2), (3). A difference lies in property (4).
L e t f ^ α ^ f , and consider [α]α = { x e Φ : φ , x ) ^ α } . This subset is now a "closed
ring" in Φ containing the hyper-sphere aL. For all a' e a1, consider the intersections
\_a~]ac\Φaal. They are of the form of closed circles in Φaa> centered around the points
a\ as shown on Fig. 4. Thus, [α]α is a sum of the family of disjoint closed circles
labelled by the elements a'ea1. As there is no unique isomorphism between any
two circles (lying in different Φaa, subspaces), [α]α is a fiber bundle of the form of a
"generalized torus," whose fiber is the circle, and base is the projective sphere a1.2)
If feΦα, [fo]α has again circular intersections with Φaa>, though their sizes are
varying. Now, put / ? = f - α and consider two closed domains [α]α and [fo]α

(α, beΦ). Depending on the angular distance δ(a, b) there are three topological
situations possible:

Fig. 4

2 The boundary of [α]α is homeomorphic to a real euclidean sphere
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Fig. 5 Fig. 6 Fig. 7

1) δ(a, b) < 2β. For each subspace Φaa{d e a1) the common parts [_cί]anΦaa, and
[bYnΩaa> are two intersecting circles. Hence, [α]α and [b]α overlap all over the
base space a1 (Fig. 5).

2) δ(a,b) = 2β. The circles defined as [α]αnΦ f l ί I, and [fr]αnΦαα, intersect in all
Φaar, except the subspace Φab, where they are merely tangent. The tangency point
ceΦab is defined as the only point in [α]αn[b]αnΦ f l ί,, and is topologically
distinguished (Fig. 6).

3) <5(α, b) > 2β. The [α]α and \b]a partly split. The base space a1 is now divided
into two non-empty, disjoint domains: a closed domain

and an open domain Ω = aλ\3. The fibers of [α]α and \U]a over Ω are disjoint
circles, while the fibers over 3 are tangent or overlapping (Fig. 7).

Let now αe(f,f) be a non-expanding angle of G, and a,bεΦ two points with
δ(a9b) = 2β, j 8 = f - α . The "double torus" [α] α u[δ] α is then of type 2) (Fig. 6).
Suppose, there is a transformation # e G yielding <5(#α, #5) < 2β. In agreement with
the continuity assumption (II) there would exist a two-parameter continuous
family gtτeG(τ<.t) such that goo = id, gί0 = g, gtσ9στ = 9tτ (t^σ^τ). Denote
Qto = 9v Then consider a closed curve K in [α] α n[b] α nΦ α 6 passing through the
tangency point [β]απ[fo]αnΦα δ and surrounding one of the circles (α)αnΦΛ 6,
(b)anΦab (Fig. 6). As K does not intersect (α)αu(b)α, the transformed loop Kt = $tK
may not intersect 0t[(α)αu(b)α] =gt(a)a<ugt(b)a. As α is non-expanding, Lemma 2
implies:

#r(α)α C (at)a
D {atf, gt(bf (α, - gta, bt =

Hence, Kj may not intersect (αί)
αu(foί)

α. However, this is impossible, since if
δ(ga, gb) = δ(al9 bx) < 2β9 the double torus (αί)

αu(foί)
α evolving from its topological

configuration 2) to 1) would have to cut the continuously deformed loop Kt (see
Appendix.) In view of the contradiction, δ(ga, gb) > 2β and 2β is a non-shrinking
angle of G. The inverse implication aeAG => 2βeBG can be obtained just by
applying the already proved result to the semigroup G " 1 . Once we have the
analogue of the reflection property (4), the proof of Lemma 4 is finished via the
property (5), like in the real case. D
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5. Mechanism of Rigidity

In some metrical spaces, the existence of one conservative distance implies that all
the distances are conserved. This is so for the angle f on the projective sphere Φ. If
dimJf^4, the orthogonality relation (α=f), via the lattice structure, determines
all other angles in Φ, (henceforth, defining the general transition probability
between the purestates).This fact is crucial for Piron's philosophy of quantum logic
[13,14], and so, we shall call it the "Piron statement." As a consequence, any
homeomorphism g:Φ-+Φ conserving the angle f is an isometry. It is our aim to
show that a similar implication exists for other conservative angles. We shall start
from the real case.

Assume for a moment that S is just the 2-dimensional surface of the unit sphere
in IRA Suppose, α φ 0, f, π is a conservative angle. For any two points x, y e S, x φ y,
y(x,j/)<min{2α,2(π — α)}, consider the pair DΛ(x,y) of the α-circles passing
through x and y. They form a lense-shaped figure on S with vertices at x and y. We
shall call it a dίangle xy.

Consider now three points x,y,ze S.
Then, between the diangles xy and yz a special relation may occur.

Definition 4. Two diangles xy and yz are vertex tangent at y if each circle of the pair
Dα(x, y) is tangent to one of the circles of Da(y, z) and vice versa (Fig. 8).

As is easily seen, the diangles xy, yz are vertex-tangent if and only if the points
x, y, z lie on one great circle and γ (x, y) = γ(y, z). Suppose now, that g: S-+S is a
homeomorphism, for which α is a conservative angle. Then, g must map any
α-circle onto another α-circle. An α-circle crossing x, y e S must be transformed
onto an α-circle crossing x = gx and y = gy. Moreover, two tangent α-circles must
remain tangent. Thus, each diangle is transformed onto a new diangle, and
moreover, the vertex-tangent diangles remain vertex-tangent. Hence, if x, y, z e S
lie on one great circle and are equally spaced: γ(x, y) = γ(y, z) < min {2α, 2(π - α)},
their images must also lie on one great circle and be equally spaced. Now, take any
n points (n > 2π/min {2α, 2(π — α)}) dividing any great circle on S into n equal parts.
They have to be transformed into new n equally spaced points on another great

circle. This means, that each angle — is conserved. Thus, there are conservative

Fig. 8
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angles arbitrarily close to zero. By additivity and closure of Cg = AgnBg, every
angular distance is conserved and g is an isometry.

The above construction has an immediative extension to any real Hubert
space.

Definition 5. Let S be a unit sphere in a real Hubert space #?. For any two points
x, y e S, x φ y, denote by Dα(x, y) the family of all α-spheres on S which cross x and
y>

Da(x, y) = {Sa(z): y(z, x) = γ(z, y) = a}. (5.1)

The families Z)α(x, y) (x, yeS) owe their structure on the following properties of
the α-spheres:

Lemma 5. // two a-spheres (0 < α < π) are tangent to the same a-sphere at the same
point, they are identical.

Lemma β.Ifg: S-^S is a homeomorphism of the real unit sphere, and a e [0, π] is a
non-trivial conservative angle of g, then g transforms any sphere Sa(x) (x e S) exactly
onto Sa(gx), its interior (x)α onto the interior (gx)a and the exterior (x)α onto the
exterior (gx)a.

Lemma 7. If g is a homeomorphism S-+S, and α φ 0, f, π is a conservative distance on
S, then each two tangent a-spheres on S are mapped onto two tangent a-spheres.
Moreover, the tangency point is mapped into the tangency point.

Lemma 8. For x, yeS, x φ y , y(x,y)<min(2α,2(π —α)), αφf, x and y are the
unique points contained simultaneously in all the spheres of the family Da(x,y):

ΓiDβ(x,y) = {x,y}. (5.2)

Definition 6. Let x, y, zeS, x φ y φ z . Two families Da(c,y) and DJj, z) will be
called tangent at y (Da(x, y) ~ Da(y, z)) if every sphere of the family Da(x, y) is
tangent at y to one of the spheres of Dα(y, z) and vice versa.

Lemma 9. For αφO, f, π, Da(x,y), and Da(y,z) are tangent at y if and only if
1) x,y,z lie on great circle in S;

2) y(χ,y)=y(y,z)

Proof. Suppose first that x, y, z lie on one great circle and y(x,y) = y(y,z). Then,
consider the mapping Iy, which to any ξeS, ξ = λy + yl9 (y^-Ly), assigns ξ = Iyξ
= λy — y± (symmetry with respect to y). Obviously, Iy is unitary and conserves the
distances. Hence it maps α-spheres onto α-spheres. Moreover, Iyy = y, Iyx = z,
Iyz = x. Hence, every α-sphere crossing x and y is transformed into an α-sphere
crossing y and z and vice versa. This means that Iy transforms the family Dα(x, y)
onto DJj,z) and inversely. Now, Iy has a special property: every α-sphere
(αφθ,f,π) which passes through y is tangent at y to its i^-image. Hence, the
mapping Iy arranges the families Da(x, y) and Da(y, z) into the pairs of α-spheres
tangent at y and so:

Da(x,y)~Da{y,z). (5.3)
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Inversely, suppose we know only that (4.3) holds. Then denote x = Iyx, and
apply the reflection Iy to all spheres of the family Z)α(x,j/). One obtains the new
family Dα(y, x), and due to the properties of Iy:

Da(x,y)~Da(y,x). (5.4)

In view of (4.3) and (4.4) each sphere of Dα(y, x) is tangent to one of the α-spheres
of Da(x, y), and that one, in turn, is tangent to one of the spheres of Da(y, z). By
Lemma 5, each sphere of the family DJ^y, x) coincides with one of the spheres of
Da(y, z) and vice versa. Hence, Da(y, x) = D^y, z) => f] Da(y, x) = f] Da{y, z), and
by Lemma 8, {y, x} = {y, z) => z = x = Iyx. Now, due to the properties of Iy, the
points x,y and z = Iyx lie on one great circle and γ(x,y) = γ(y,z). D

Consider now an arbitrary homeomorphism g:S^>S. Suppose, α#0,f, π is a
conservative angle for g. By Lemmas 5-7, g has to transform any two families
Da(x,y\ Da(y9z) onto Da(x,y) and Da(y,z) (x = gx, y = gy, z = gz). Moreover, if
DJίχ> y) ~ Da(y>z) then Dα(x, y) ~ Da(y, z). Hence, each three points x, y, z lying on
one great circle, and y(x, y) = γ(y, z) < min {2α, 2(π — α)}, are transformed into a new
triple x,y9z again on a certain great circle and γ(x,y) = γ(y,z). By an exact
repetition of the argument given for R 3 we have:

Lemma 10. If g: S->S is a homeomorphism of the unit sphere in a real Hilbert space
2tf, dimJf >2, and g admits a non-trivial conservative angle αΦ0,f, π, then g is an
isometry.

Corollary. The exceptional angles are α = §, when the implication of Lemma 10 holds
if dim Jf ^ 4 (Piron theorem), and a = π when it does not hold at all. The exceptional
dimension is dimJήf = 2, when S is just a unit circle. On the unit circle classes of
homeomorphisms can be easily constructed which preserve one particular angle while
changing the others.

Complex Case. In case of the complex projective sphere Φ the existence of a
conservative distance has similar consequences. However, the properties of the
α-spheres on Φ are no longer so evident. Our notation is as explained by
Definition 3.5. We shall again study the properties of the families Dα(α, b) (for
a,beΦ). One has:

Lemma 11. Suppose oce(O,f), αφf, and a,beΦ, (S(α,fo)<min{2α,2(f-α)}. Then
the intersection of the family Da(a, b) consists exclusively of the pair of points a and b.
If OL=% the same holds provided that dimJf ^ 3 (author's notes).

To generalize the constructions from a real ^ , the concept of tangency has to
be extended.

Definition 7. Two α-spheres Φa{a), ΦJb) (a, beΦ) will be called tangent if 0 < α rgf
and <5(α,fo) = 2α, and semi-tangent if f < α < f and δ(a, b) = 2(f — α).

The geometric sense of these concepts differs depending on the value of α. If
0 < α ̂ f and δ(a, b) = 2α, the surfaces Φa(a) and Φa(b) possess precisely one point c
in common: c lies in the smaller arc of the great circle Cab on the middle of distance
between a and b. The intersections of Φa(ά) and Φaφ) with Φab are two circles on
Φab, centered at a and b, and tangent at c. The intersections of Φα(α), ΦJJb) with any
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2-dimensional sub-sphere which does not contain c are either empty or are two
non-overlapping circles. If α=f, the picture changes. Two f-spheres Φπ/4(a),
Φπ/4(b) are tangent in the sense of Definition 7 if <5(α, b) = f (α J_6). By intersecting
them with the 2-dimensional Φfl6-sρhere one sees that Φπ/4(α) and Φπ/4(fr) have the
whole equatorial circle in Φab in common. Still, the interiors (α)π / 4, (6)π / 4 are
disjoint. Hence, Φπ/4(α), Φπ/4(b) are tangent in a traditional sense, though the
tangency point is not unique. If f < a <f, the conventional tangency of the spheres
Φα(α), Φa(b) becomes impossible. What can occur then is the semi-tangency,
meaning that the generalized tori [α]α and [b]α are in the configuration
represented in Fig. 6. The intersections of Φa(a), Φa{b) with any other Φaa, Φ Φab are
now overlapping circles. The point c is topologically distinguished: it is the only
point of [α] α u[b] α whose every open surrounding Ω has a non-singleconnected
intersection Ωn[(α)αu(fc)α]. In what follows, c will be called a semi-tangency point.

As the concept of a topologically distinguished point is homeomorphism-
invariant, one has the following lemma:

Lemma 12. If g:Φ->Φ is a homeomorphism of the projective unit sphere Φ, and
α 6 (0, f) is a conservative angle of g, then every a-sphere Φa(a) is mapped onto Φa{a)
(ά = ga), the interior (α)α is mapped onto the interior (α)α and the exterior (α)α into the
exterior (α)α. Moreover, the tangent (or semi-tangent) spheres remain tangent
(semi-tangent) and the tangency (semi-tangency) points are mapped onto the
tangency points (semi-tangency points).

We note also the following

Lemma 13. // Φa(ά) is any a-sphere (a e (0, f)) and c e Φα(α), then there is precisely
one a-sphere tangent (or semi-tangent) to Φa(a) at c.

We can now apply the previous techniques of describing the triples of points
via the families Da(a, b).

Definition 8. Given three points a,c,beΦ,

δ(a, b)9 δ(b, c) < min {2α, 2(f - α)},

the families of the α-spheres Da(a, c) and Da(c, b) will be called tangent at c (Dα(α, c)
~Da(c, b)) if every sphere of the family Da(a, c) is tangent (or semi-tangent) at c to
one of the spheres of Dα(c, b) and vice-versa.

Lemma 14. The three points a,c,be Φ, with δ{a, c), δ(c, b) < min {2α, 2(f — α)}, lie on
one great circle and are equally spaced: δ(a,c) = δ(c,b), if and only if Da(a,c)
~Da(c9b). Exception: for dim^f = 2 this holds if αφf.

Proof The proof uses the symmetry Ic with respect to the point c and
Lemmas 11-13 exactly as in the real case.

Suppose now that g: Φ-+Φ is a homeomorphism of Φ admitting a conservative
distance a e (0,f). In view of Lemma 12, g must transform any two tangent families
of α-spheres, D(X(a,c)^Da(c,b), into another two tangent families: Da(ά,c)
~Da(c, b) (ά = ga, b = gb, c = gc). Thus, if the triple α, c, b was equally spaced on a
certain great circle, so is the transformed triple ά, S, c. If α = J , this conclusion holds
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provided that dim Jf > 2. By arguments identical to those for the real case, g must
conserve any angular distance. Summarizing both real and complex cases we have:

Theorem I. If g is a homeomorphism of the projectίve sphere Φ in a Hubert space Jf7

over real number's, with dimJ ff?>2, or over the complex number's, and g admits at
least one conservative distance αφθ,f,f, then g is an isometry. In the real case an
exceptional angle is f, for which the conclusion holds only if d imJf^4 (case of
Piron). In the complex case there are two exceptional angles α = J and α=f, for
which the conclusion holds if dim JfΞ^3 and dim^f^4 respectively.

The above theorem is in fact an extension of the statement of Piron to αφf. It
may be also viewed as a generalization of Wigner's theorem, starting that a
homeomorphism of ffl conserving the norms and angular distances can be
reduced to either unitary or anti-unitary transformation [15], Due to Theorem I,
the same can now be ascertained for a homeomorphism of the unit sphere which
has only one non-trivial conservative distance.

6. Theorem of Mobility

Within assumptions of Lemmas 3 and 4, the appearance of a conservative distance
on Φ is a consequence of the existence of a limiting distance, and that one, in turn, is
the only alternative of the mobility phenomenon. Hence, one arrives at the
following theorem, which states that for the semigroups with the properties I, II
"complete fluidity" is the only escape from "complete rigidity."

Theorem II (Theorem of Mobility). Suppose, G is a semigroup endowed with the
properties (I) and (II) of homeomorphisms of the projective sphere Φ in a real or
complex Hilbert space Jf, dimjf ^ 4 . Then, if G contains some transformations
which are not isometries, the phenomenon of mobility takes place: each two points
α, b e Φ, a φ b, can be arbitrarily approached or arbitrarily separated, by operations
geG bringing them simultaneously to two arbitrary vicinities on Φ.

The exceptions to this theorem exist for dimJf — 2,3, and are due to the
limitations of Theorem I. One of exceptional dynamical models, with dimJtf? = 2,
where an incomplete mobility coexists with the conservative angle f, is represented
by Eqs. (2.2). However, no such models can be constructed for dimjf > 3 .

A technical consequence of Theorem II is non-existence of any non-trivial
continuous function f(a,b) (a,beΦ) which would be invariant under all
transformations geG, thus generalizing the quantum mechanical quantity
\(ψ, φ)\2. Some conceptual consequences are also imminent. They parallel the idea
that the axioms about the nature of a physical system cannot be postulated,
without consideration of the consistency with the dynamical laws (Haag). One of
the main axioms characterizing the quantum theory is the impossibility of
infinitely selective measurements (Dirac), and the related complementarity
doctrine (Bohr). Simplified ad extremis they just tell that for any two unit vectors
ψ,φej^, representing the states of a microsystem, with \(ψ, φ)\2 Φ 0, no measuring
device can be found which would accept all particles in the state ψ while
simultaneously rejecting all particles in the state φ. This is, in fact, the simplest
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formulation of the uncertainty principle (see our discussions in [6]). Now, due to
Theorem II, in a non-linear dynamics with the properties (I) and (II), this principle
must be broken. Given any two states a = {ψ}, b = {φ}, a + b, an arbitrarily
selective measurement can be arranged with the help of dynamical separation
operations assured by Theorem II. It is enough to perform first any dynamical
operations g e G which brings a and b to vicinities of any two orthogonal states,
and then to carry out an ordinary quantum mechanical filtering. Hence, in a non-
linear dynamics with the properties (I) and (II) the "non-linear wave packets"
acquire some features of classical systems (see also discussions in [8,12]).

Appendix

Proof of Lemma 4 (Detail). The proof of the impossibility of the transition through
the sequence of configurations on Fig. 7-»6-*5 requires the construction of
mappings which provide two-dimensional images of gt\_aY and gt[bγ. For any
a e Φ the sphere Φ splits into a continuous family of 2-dimensional subspaces Φaa,
(a'ea1) which intersect only at α; we shall refer to them as to "leaves." Each leaf
Φaa, is isomorphic to the sphere in R 3 represented on Fig. 3, with the angular
distances α, /Γ,... doubled comparing to those on Φ, and with a and a! playing the
role of two opposite "poles." Given frφα, the leaf containing b is labelled as:
Φab = Φaa*(a* e a1). On this leaf the antipode of any point c will be denoted c*. The
intersection of any leaf Φaa, with [a\a is the closed circle on Φaa, of radius β= π — α
centered at a'. The intersections lbYnΦaa, vary. If a' = a*, Φflfl*n[fc]α is the β-circle
centered at b*. If α'φa*, Φflαπ[ft]α is a bigger circle, centered at the antipode b\ of
the point b^ obtained as the normalized projection of b = {φ} onto Φaa,\ its radius
βf and the distance f of the center b\ from a' given by:

where \λ\2 expressed the norm decrease due to the projection φ-^φ^oίφ onto Φaa,:

μi 2 = IIΦ || II2 = 1 - s in 2 1 sin2 ι5(α% α) < 1 => f < y , β'>β. (A.2)

The mapping Hab:Φaa>-+Φab = Φaa* is now defined for any a'ea1, a'$bL by
three demands: 1) Hab is an isometry, 2) Haba = α, Haba' = a*, 3) Habb^ = c, where c
is the point of Φaa* lying on the great arcab at the same distance f from aasb^. The
ίfαfe-pictures of the circles [ά]*nΦaa, are all identical and coincide with the same
j?-circle on Φaa* centered at α*. The images of [ft]αnΦαΛ> are varying. Yet, if a' is
close to α*, they fulfill:

(i) Intersection Property. For all a,beΦ with y — 2<5(α, b) e [jβ, 2β], there exists
a common number δo>0 such that the Hα&-ρictures of all the circles [b]αnΦαα,
with δ(a\α*)<<50 contain the same closed circular surrounding U[β/2ΊιCΦab

n[b]α, of the radius β/2, internally tangent to Φαbn[fc]α at its point of minimal
distance from α* (authors notes.) In what follows, the open interior of ί/[jβ/2] is
denoted U(β/2). ϊfγ = 2β, the circles U[β[Σ\ and [_d\anΦab are tangent, and U(β/2)9

(a)anΦab are disjoint, and if y<2β, U(β/2) and {dfnΦab overlap.
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Assume now, αe(f,f) is a non-expanding angle of

(xeΦ,geG). (A3)

Then take ao,boeΦ with δ(ao,bo) = 2β, j8=f—α. Suppose, g e G yields
δ(gao,gbo)<2β, and let t,τ->gtτeG be a continuous family assured by (II), with
glo = g. Hence, for at = gtOao, bt = gtObo, the distance δ(at9bt) would decrease
continuously from δ(a0, b0) = 2β to δ(au bj < 2β. Let τ be the greatest number in
[0,1] for which δ(aτ, bτ) = 2β. Put a~aτ,b = bτ, and ftf = gtτ. Thus: αf = fttα, bt = htb
( ί ^ τ ) . There holds:

(ii) Embedding Property. There is a number μ > 0 such that if ί e [τ, τ + μ) then:
1) δ(at, bt) G (β, 2j8], and 2) the ^-images of [a]βnΦab belong to the leaves Φata, in
the vicinity of Φatbt = Φatbp with δ(a',a*)<δQ.

Proof. The existence of μγ > 0 such that

τ<ί<τ + μ! => δ(at,bt)e(β,2β)

is due to the continuity of δ(at, bt). Now, there also exist a μ2 > 0 such that for τ < t
<τ + μ2 and x e Φabn\_d]β the image htx e Φata, where δ(a\ af) <δ0. Indeed, if no
such μ2 existed, there would be a sequence of numbers ίπ-*τ, tn e (τ, 1), and points
xn e Φabn[a]β such that htnxn e Φat a.n with δ(a'n9 afn) > δ0. This would imply that the
distances between htnxn and the compact subsets Φatbt π[α ί n ]^ are limited from
below:

δ(htnxn, [atnγnΦatbt)>σ0>0, (A.4)

where σ0 is taken from an elementary calculation (authors notes):

cos2 σ0 = 1 - sin2 β sin2 δ0. (A.5)

On the other hand, as Φab is compact, the sequence xn would possess a
convergent subsequence xkn->x0 e Φabn [a~\β. After substituting kn for n in (A.4) and
taking the limit, in view of (II) one should obtain: δ(xθ9 \_ά\βc\Φab) > σ0 > 0 which is
impossible, as x o e[ f l/nΦ f l ί ) . The existence of μ2 proved, the required μ is
obtained, μ = min(μ l 5μ 2).

Consider now the contour ^ C Φ f l b n [ α ] | ί n [ α ] α n [ ί ) ] α (Fig-6), enclosing the
open circle (a)anΦab and crossing the tangency point [fl]απ[ί)]αnΦ f l ί,. Apply
ht:Φ-+Φ. The points a,b will drift into at,bt with δ(at,bt)<2β (t>τ). The
transformed loop htK, in general, may stick out of the new leaf Φatbt = Φatap but as
long as t e [τ, τ + μ], it is embedded in the collection of nearby leaves Φata, with
δ(a\ af) < δ0 (a' e af). Then consider Kt = Hatbt(htK) (the image of the deformed
curve on the leaf Φatb). Due to (A.3) and intersection property (i), Kt must remain
outside of the two open circles: (at)

anΦatbt and Ut(β/2)C(bt)
anΦatbt. However, if

δ(at,bt)<2β, it cannot be, as (at)
anΦatbt and Ut(β/2) overlap:

Fig. 9

t = τ t > t
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Hence, the assumption that δ(a,b) = 2β, but δ(at,bt)<2β (t>τ) leads to an
elementary topological impossibility involving a loop and two moving circles on
the 2-dimensional surface of the sphere (Fig. 9).
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